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ABOUT:

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

EDUCATION:

CORE SKILLS:

INTERESTS:

TECHNOLOGIES:

I consider myself as an enthusiast for technology and web development. My desire to stay updated 
allows me to challenge myself and try the things that interest me the most. Since the beginning as a 
front-end professional, I have improved my transition into languages like Javascript, its libraries, and 
frameworks. In spite of the fact that I feel comfortable with my actual activities, I seek to be part of a 
team to explore and learn back-end. I’m willing to start a new journey!

Front-End @ Editorial Televisa
Ago. 2013 - PRESENT (+9 years)

My collaboration with Televisa has been evolving since the first year I joined the team. I started 
designing the front-end for webpages like Cosmopolitan, Esquire, Harper's Bazaar, Muy Interesante, 
National Geographic, and Vanidades. However in the last four years I had the chance to explore back-
end, and to learn and administrate our cloud services in AWS, aswell as the servers configurations.

Tecnológico de Monterrey: Bootcamp, Coding
2021

The coding bootcamp was an intensive, non-stop learning experience of auto exploration to get used 
with the technologies and knowledge required for full stack developers. It gave me the push that my 
curiosity needed on JavaScript, its frameworks, and libraries. With this experience I feel confident to 
move forward into a new challenge.

Universidad del Pedregal: Graphic Design
2007 - 2011

I'm a former graphic designer who always felt passion for web development, even when I didn't knew 
it would be possible for someone like me. That said, my career focused on print deliveries, but I 
decided to shift my destiny into web develoment.

Web Designer @ Flock (Linked by Isobar)
Ago. 2011 - Ago. 2013

My collaboration focused on developing and creating the assests, wireframes and production 
designs for Domino's Pizza Mexico websites and apps. I also worked in the creation and 
customization of e-stores, apps, and websites for Aeroméxico, Nescafé, Sprite, Powerade and other 
brands.

UX DESIGNER AWS CLOUD MANAGER FRAMEWORK DESIGNER

Challenge seeker

Mountain biking

HTML/CSS Mongo DBLinux Heroku

ExpressNodeJS

Love of learningStrong minded

Bouldering & Hiking Audio Preserving

JavaScript

Perseverant

Scripting

GIT AWS

email@ca2los.com | linkedin.com/in/carlos-aguirre-oseguera | github.com/ca2los 
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